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December 30, 2020 

Advocate names, business names, and location have not been included to maintain location 

confidentiality for the safety of our client. 

To whom it may concern: 

In May of 2020, we sheltered Selena Smith when she was fleeing abuse. We assisted her with a 

plan to get to our location, hopefully without being tracked. The first few days after her arrival it seemed 

she had made it without being followed. On May 18, 2020 however, one of our advocates witnessed a 

black mustang pull up deliberately next to Selena's vehicle. The advocate also witnessed the person in 

the vehicle photographing the vehicle before speeding off. 

Concerned that this would continue, we immediately began to relocate the vehicle to a non

descript location that would not offer connection to Selena's whereabouts in any way. When the vehicle 

was dropped off, Selena was riding in the advocate vehicle . She and the advocate drove past the same 

black mustang. The mustang pulled out very quickly to get behind the vehicle the advocate and Selena 

were in. It continued to follow them for several blocks, through strange turns and actions until the 

advocate was finally able to get away. 

The police were called about this incident, but as they had not been a witness to the 

harassment, there was no video footage, and the person the vehicle was registered denied that they 

had followed anyone, they were not able to issue any citations . 

After the incident, a black mustang was seen driving in the area where her vehicle had been on 

May 18, 2020. This occurred numerous times. The vehicle would slow down slightly then speed away. 

Advocates witnessing attempted to get the plate number to verify 100% but were not able to. The 

vehicle characteristics did match that of the mustang on the day of the incident. 

Richelle B., Victim Advocate 
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